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i PURPOSE and OVERVIEW

report

PURPOSE

Over a decade has passed since the adoption
of the Milwaukie Downtown and Riverfront
Framework Plan (“Framework Plan”) and
other policies, which serve as the guiding
vision for development in Downtown
Milwaukie. Local and regional circumstances
have changed since, creating a need to take
a fresh look at Downtown Milwaukie. The
Fresh Look Milwaukie: Downtown Road Map
(“Fresh Look”) project is an opportunity
to assess where Milwaukie is going in the
future.
As a part of that process, it is important to
understand where Milwaukie is now. The
existing conditions report informed ALIGN
planning’s engagement strategy for the
Fresh Look project, provided background
information for the ALIGN planning team,
and inform the recommendations portion of
the final “road map” document.

OVERVIEW
The key questions the Fresh Look project The main body of this report is composed of
seeks to answer are:
two major components:
1. To what extent do existing plans,
policies and regulations for Downtown
Milwaukie reflect contemporary
community desires, and are realistic to
achieve given current conditions?
2. What are the current conditions?
3. How does the community see the
future of Downtown in light of these
conditions?
This report addresses the first two questions.
The third question is addressed through
ALIGN’s community engagement and detailed
in the final Fresh Look Milwauike: Downtown
Road Map Policy Recommendations Report
and associated Public Outreach Findings
Report (Appendix E1, Vol 1). In an effort to
understand where Milwaukie is now, ALIGN
planning has reviewed current polices,
gathered information on population and
housing trends, conducted a business
inventory ground survey, and developed a
built environment inventory.

1. Synthesis of existing plans that guide
Downtown Milwaukie development and
associated implementing policies; and
2. Snapshot of the social, economic and
physical environment of the Downtown
Milwaukie study area, including:
a) Socio-economic demographic
trends, measured at the city level
b) An exploration of the built
environment within the study
area
Attachment A includes detailed information,
including: “Milwaukie By the Numbers,” a
compilation of demographic information;
the Business Inventory Ground Survey
materials (methodology, collected data, the
survey instrument and associated maps used
for the survey); the Existing Plans and Policy
Review Work Plan; and the Social, Economic
and Physical Conditions Work Plan.

ALIGN planning
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A

the MILWAUKIE COMPREHENSIVE plan

The 1989 Comprehensive Plan establishes
the land use and development policy for the
City of Milwaukie. It classifies Downtown
as an area of special interest for the whole
community and details planning concepts
related to Downtown developmen.
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B

the DOWNTOWN and RIVERFRONT
LAND USE FRAMEWORK plan

The Downtown and Riverfront Land Use
Framework Plan (“Framework Plan”)
was adopted in 2000. This is the guiding
document for development in Downtown
Milwaukie and is an ancillary document
to the Milwaukie Comprehensive Plan. Its
boundaries form the study area for the Fresh
Look Milwaukie project.

C

the SOUTH DOWNTOWN CONCEPT plan

Adopted in 2011, the South Downtown
Concept Plan is a vision for the area south
of Washington between 99E (McLoughlin
Boulevard) and 21st Ave. Once codified, it
will guide redevelopment and land use in
preparation for the Milwaukie Light Rail
Station opening in 2015. The first project
to implement the plan is the Adams Street
Connector project, to be completed in fall
2014.

ii EXISTING PLANS, POLICIES & REGULATIONS
PURPOSE
Key question #1: To what extent do existing plans, policies and regulations for Downtown
Milwaukie reflect contemporary community desires, and are realistic to achieve given current
conditions?
The plan synthesis component is intended to: inform community engagement; suggest
questions for use in the engagement process; and provide a framework to analyze adopted
policies in preparation for the recommendation stage of the Fresh Look Milwaukie:
Downtown Road Map project.

EXISTING PLANS, POLICIES & REGULATIONS
Development in Downtown Milwaukie is guided by plans and policies adopted by Milwaukie
City Council. The six primary documents directing downtown development are listed below.

D

DOWNTOWN DESIGN guidelines

The Downtown Design Guidelines were
adopted in 2003 to support and complement
the Framework Plan through the promotion
of a consistent urban design vision and
contextually sensitive development. The
guidelines address “Milwaukie character,”
architecture,
signage,
lighting
and
pedestrian elements. They are used by City
staff and Milwaukie’s Design and Landmarks
Committee to evaluate the design of new
construction and some exterior renovations.

E

PUBLIC AREA requirements

The Public Area Requirements (PARs) were
adopted in 2000 to define and implement
the circulation framework of the Framework
Plan. This document defines circulation
elements for vehicles, pedestrians and
bicyclists, guides the development of capital
improvements in the public rights-of-way,
and establishes standards and requirements
for improvements at the time of development
or redevelopment of parcels adjacent to the
public right-of-way in downtown Milwaukie.
The PARs were significantly revised in 2012
and integrated into the City’s Public Works
Standards.

F

DOWNTOWN ZONING ordinances

Zoning and Land Use regulations for
downtown are addressed in Title 19 Section
304 of the Milwaukie Municipal Code
(MMC). The current downtown zones
and regulations were adopted in 2000 to
implement the Framework Plan. Aspects of
the ordinances were revised in 2009 and early
2013. The zoning ordinances address allowed
uses, dimensional standards such as building
height and setbacks; design standards;
residential density, and applicability of
design review and public area requirements.
ALIGN planning
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PLAN REVIEW FINDINGS
The previous plans and policies were
reviewed to identify planning concepts that
demonstrate community values. While not
every plan or policy is expected to address all
of the same elements, the plans and policies
guiding downtown development do share
many similar characteristics at a conceptual
level (Table 1). Both public infrastructure
improvements and private investments are
recognized as drivers of development in
all of the planning and policy documents.

Table 1 Shared Concepts
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Shared planning concepts include:
• Capitalizing on connections from
Downtown Milwaukie to the Willamette
River
• Ensuring development is pedestrian
oriented yet accommodates vehicle
traffic
• Recognizing the historical character of
downtown

• Actively protecting or increasing
the following desirable elements
downtown:
- Housing options
- Parks and open spaces
- Pedestrian amenities
- Employment opportunities

Downtown Zones
While land uses are governed by the land
use zones described in the Framework Plan
and implemented by Milwaukie’s zoning
ordinances, the anticipated (and in some
cases, required) future uses rarely match
the current uses. There are community
concerns that current zoning may inhibit
desirable development. In addition, with the
arrival of light rail the types of desirable uses
immediately adjacent to the station could be
reconsidered.

right map Downtown Zones
ALIGN planning
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PURPOSE
Key question #2: How have conditions changed since the Framework Plan was adopted in
2000?
ALIGN planning gathered information on population and housing trends, developed a built
environment inventory and conducted a business inventory ground survey (see Attachment
B for detailed information on survey methodology and collected data). This information
helped ALIGN planning develop a more nuanced understanding of the forces shaping the
future of Downtown Milwaukie, and how they interact with the Framework Plan and other
policies. In addition, an increased understanding of demographic trends and land use in
Downtown Milwaukie informed the Fresh Look Milwaukie: Downtown Road Map Policy
Recommendations Report.

OVERVIEW
This section provides a snapshot of the social, economic and physical environment of the
Downtown Milwaukie study area, including:
a) Socio-economic demographic trends, measured at the city level, and
b) An exploration of the built environment within the study area, consisting of a
business inventory ground survey. This includes a series of maps inventorying
major characteristics of the built environment.

8
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iii SOCIAL, ECONOMIC and PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Population changes in the City of Milwaukie
since 2000 are a continuation of longer
term trends. There has been an increase
of diversity in several demographic areas,
including age, household, cultural and ethnic
diversity. An increase in the amount and
diversity of population needs can challenge
resources, while stratification of population
can challenge community consensus. New
residents often bring new ideas and energy,
as well as new needs for goods and services
that downtown businesses may serve.

source: US Census

3.1 DEMOGRAPHIC FINDINGS
Milwaukie In Transition?

Table 2 Milwaukie Population Change compared to Clackamas County
and Portland-Vancouver Metropolitan Statistical Area

Overall Population
The City of Milwaukie experienced moderate
population growth in the 1980s and 1990s
and has since remained relatively stable.
Clackamas County and the PortlandVancouver metropolitan region continue to
experience population increases (see Table
2). In the City of Milwaukie, the number of
households increased 1% between 2000
and 2010 as the total population decreased
1%. Increases in households locally coupled
with regional population increases suggest
a increased market demand for housing in
Milwaukie.
ALIGN planning
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Household Changes
The city’s demographic shifts reflect national
and regional trends related to shrinking
household/family size and an increase in nonfamily households and older households1
(see Table 3). There was a 3% increase in the
number of 1 or 2 person households from
2000 to 2010. Between that same time period
the portion of the population that is 55 or
older increased 19%. Smaller households
may have smaller incomes, while older
households may have a desire to either “age
in place” or downsize into smaller homes
that are more easily maintained. An aging
population and smaller households suggest
a future demand for smaller and accessible/
retrofitted homes.

Table 3 Population Changes
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Older households consist of one or more persons age
55 and above.
1

Milwaukie is also becoming more culturally
diverse. In 2000, 91% of the population was
white; by 2010 the Latino population had
grown to 7% and more than 11% of the city’s
population identified as non-white. The
Milwaukie Market Study survey of shoppers
indicated that households of all types
express an interest in urban amenities such
as access to transit friendly housing and local
cultural events and shopping choices.

“I want to live in a sustainable
building within walking
distance to groceries,
entertainment, coffee and
the light rail when it comes to
town.”
Milwaukie Resident (2009 Milwaukie Market
Study, Shopper Survey Respondent)

Friends walk arm in arm at First Friday
in Downtown Milwaukie

ALIGN planning 11

METRO
Making a Living

EMPLOYED IN Milwaukie
but living OUTSIDE

12,717

790

MILWAUKIE

9,865

living in Milwaukie
but EMPLOYED OUTSIDE
Figure 3

Count of
work locations
*

Figure 4 Work Location of Milwaukie Residents*
Source: 2010 Longitudinal Employment Household Dynamics
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Milwaukie has both a local economy and
participates in the regional economy. In fact,
the majority of people living in Milwaukie
who work commute outside of the city
to their jobs (Figures 3 and 4). Milwaukie
has traditionally been a working class and
affordable community, with around 60%
residents owning their own homes. Income is
fairly well distributed (Figure 5). A decline in
median income from 2000 to 2010 indicates
Milwaukie households may have been harder
hit in the recent economic downturn than
other areas, suggesting a need for more
affordable housing opportunities (Figure 6).

Local Businesses
Small businesses create the majority of jobs
nationally and Milwaukie is no exception,
as 70% of Milwaukie businesses employ less
than 10 people (2007 US Business Census).
Small businesses downtown include medical
providers, insurance sales, retail, art galleries
and a variety of dining venues. Local
events such as the Farmers Market and the
grassroots monthly First Friday event help
draw people downtown to shop.

Figure 5 Household Income in 2010 Adjusted Dollars
source: US Census

Figure 6 Changes in Median Household Income Measured
in 2010 Adjusted Dollars

ALIGN planning 13

Cinema

City Hall

3.2 BUILT ENVIRONMENT INVENTORY

Dark Horse Comics

Church

Bank

Masonic Lodge

Retail/ Offices
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Restaurant/ Appartments

Downtown Milwaukie consists of small
walkable blocks and a number of historic
buildings. Pedestrian access to the
Willamette River has been enhanced
through new signalized crossings across
McLoughlin Boulevard and the Riverfront
Park is starting to take shape. Recent
commercial enterprises downtown are
activating dormant spaces, while recently
developed multi-family housing provides
new customers for businesses.

ALIGN planning explored current and
potential future land uses through GIS
analysis and on the ground explorations,
which were augmented by the community
identification of assets and opportunities. The
resulting inventory of Downtown Milwaukie
guided the Fresh Look Milwaukie: Downtown
Road Map policy recommendations.

right map Fresh Look Milwaukie Study Area
ALIGN planning 15

Historical Component
Honoring the historical elements of the built
environment is a common theme in plans and
policies that address the built environment
in Downtown Milwaukie. Commercial uses
have long dominated in the area but civic
and residential uses are also listed on the
existing City historic resources inventory.
List of Historical Properties (Map left):

1. Masonic Lodge, 10636 SE Main (1925)
2. City Hall 10722 SE Main (1938)
3. Commercial Building, 10914 SE Main St
4. Commercial Building, 10999 SE Main St
5. Commercial Building, 11008 SE Main 		
(1905)

6. Single Family Residence, 2115 SE Adams
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left map Downtown Sites on the City of Milwaukie
Historic Properties Inventory

Downtown Residential Development
Downtown living units are identified as
desirable uses in many of the plans for
the area. They provide an opportunity to
increase the supply of housing units in
Milwaukie which has limited developable
lands and would also increase the customer
base for many downtown businesses. Due
to changing demographics, the market
demand for urban housing is expected to
continue to increase and with the arrival of
light rail, downtown living in Milwaukie is
also expected to become more desirable.2
The map to the right shows existing housing
and the areas of Downtown zoned for
residential housing, which allows only for
multifamily types of housing. The long tenure
of some property owners with successful
businesses on these parcels suggests
redevelopment is unlikely in the near future.
In order to capitalize on the location of
anticipated Light Rail station development,
allowing standalone residential development
in areas the market will bear may require
rezoning.

Existing Multi-Family
Housing

Future Housing Trends, Milwaukie Residential
Standards Project (spring 2011) Urbworks.
2

right map Existing Multi-Family Housing &
Downtown Residential Zones
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Observed Vacancies

Vacancies are distributed fairly evenly
throughout downtown Milwaukie. The
Framework Plan conceived of an active
Downtown area with a robust retail
armature, or spine, of retail uses along Main
Street. Fifty-four percent of the thirteen
observed vacancies in existing buildings
were located on Main Street.

left map Observed Vacancies in Existing Buildings
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Land Value to Improvement Value Ratio (LIR)
Finding opportunities to redevelop land
in built up urban areas can be a challenge.
Existing
structures
have
significant
permanence in the landscape. Property
owners with successful long term businesses
may own their property outright and have
little incentive to engage in costly relocation.
Dilapidated buildings may require expensive
renovation and rehabilitation or hefty new
construction costs.
The ratio of the land value to the improvement
value compares land values with building
values. When the land value is equal to or
greater than the value of the structure (an
LIR of one or larger), there may be market
incentive to redevelop the land to a highervalue use. This is especially true on parcels
without structures, except when the land
is generating significant revenues, as in the
case of fees produced from surface parking
lots. Although LIR can suggest possibilities
for marketable development, it does not
take into account other factors that affect
likelihood of development such as market
rate rents and development fees.

right map Land Value to Improvement Value Ratio
ALIGN planning 19

3.3 BUILT INVENTORY GROUND SURVEY
The primary data source for physical
conditions in the built environment
downtown, the Regional Land Information
System (RLIS) compiled and maintained
by Metro, does not contain information
on occupancy and vacancy rates, nor
does it provide detailed use information.
Therefore, ALIGN planning conducted
a business inventory ground survey to
gather information regarding existing uses,
vacancies, and occupancies of buildings
downtown through first hand observation.
The types of uses downtown play a strong
role in attracting people to the area; active
uses increase the number of downtown
visitors, creating a vibrant atmosphere,
while vacancies and underutilized ground
floor spaces contribute to dead zones of
inactivity.3

area east of McLoughlin Ave, and when
possible used available signage to identify
second and third-story uses. The study
area consists of about 83 acres, the ground
survey focused on uses east of McLoughlin
Boulevard4. Uses were recorded on 71 acres,
133 parcels and 77 structures.5 This provided
a snapshot of vacancies at the time. Detailed
information on the methodology used to
conduct the Business Inventory Ground
Survey can be found in Attachment B.

Methodology

The ground survey was conducted on
Wednesday March 27th, 2013, from 3pm to
5pm. Information regarding apparent use;
occupancy and vacancy; number of stories in
buildings; and whether for lease or for rent
ALIGN planning conducted first-hand signs were visible were collected for each
observation of ground floor uses in the study tax lot. In addition, the team took notes
Oregon Transportation Growth Management Program. (1999). Main Street…When a Highway Runs Through
It: A Handbook for Oregon Communities. Salem, Oregon: Oregon Department of Transportation. Page 70.
3

Since the ground survey was intended to investigate current business uses and the uses in the area west of
McLoughlin (a water treatment plant, riverfront park and large single owner office building) are well known,
they were not observed at the time of the ground survey.
4

Structures with shared walls but separate tax parcels were counted as individual buildings. For example,
townhomes with shared wall were counted as separate buildings; structures with multiple storefronts but
single ownership were counted as a single building. Buildings frequently had more than one use.
5
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regarding intensity of use and deteriorated
or neglected building conditions when
applicable. No buildings were entered and
information on uses above the ground floor
was limited to information readily available
from signage; therefore it is possible that
non-ground floor uses were undercounted.

(storefronts and loading bays). Observed
uses do not exactly match zoning code
definitions for uses. Services depending on
walk-in traffic, such as medical offices and
martial arts studios were counted separately
from office uses with 8am – 5pm workers
and little or no walk-in business. Gas stations
and banks were also categorized separately.
The Downtown area east of McLoughlin
includes Scott Park, Dogwood Park and
Observed Use
other open spaces. Residential use consists
Observed uses, when apparent were primarily of multifamily housing at North
recorded for each tax lot parcel. Use was Main Village, which consists of 64 affordable
determined by visually observed elements, rental units and 33 market-rate townhomes
such as signage and building elements and condominiums. The most commonly

Figure 7 Number of Uses Observed during the Business Inventory Ground Survey

observed non-residential use was retail,
followed by offices and restaurants. Services
such as medical providers, dry cleaning,
massage and insurance offices were also very
common. Banking and other finance services
are also frequently counted uses (see Table 5
and Figure 7).

ALIGN planning 21

Parks and open spaces are the largest single
use in Downtown Milwaukie. When these
uses are excluded, the highest percentage
of use (as measured by tax lot size in acres),
were services such as medical providers and
insurance, and offices. Retail uses are slightly
lower than civic uses, which include City Hall,
the post office and fraternal organizations.
Surface parking lots consume about
8% of downtown area, a larger share
than restaurants, entertainment uses,
residential, or other uses. Other uses include
entertainment, gas stations, churches,
uncertain uses, and general commercial. The
smallest portion of the downtown area was
vacant, about 1 percent.
Table 5 Types of Observed Uses by Tax Lot Size
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Occupancy & Vacancy
Not all uses were active during the building inventory ground survey.
Storefronts that were closed but appeared occupied were not counted
as vacancies. Structures that were clearly unoccupied, or had “for rent”
or “for lease” signs, were considered vacant. Vacancy rates are affected
by the total amount of space devoted to particular uses and varied
between types of uses.
Total Occupancy: 139 occupied parcels were counted in the business
survey, including surface parking lots when paved and striped for parking.
Total Vacancy: Ten percent of the Downtown parcels are vacant.
Vacancy rates for retail, office, bank and other commercial uses were
higher than the overall Downtown average, while vacancy rates for
restaurants, housing, surface parking, entertainment, gas stations and
churches were lower. Fifteen vacant parcels and ground floor vacancies
were observed, however “for rent” or “for lease” signage was displayed
for only 7 units. In existing structures, the vacancy rate for retail space
was 21%, office space was 18% and 14% for services. The vacancy counts
for “other” included parcels without structures but not zoned for
open space, an uncertain use and a parcel with construction staging
but no existing structure. Four vacant parcels unsuitable for intensive
development immediately adjacent to Kellogg Creek were included in
the overall vacancy count.

Table 6 Occupancy and Vacancy

ALIGN planning 23

Building Heights
55% percent of buildings in the ground
survey were single story construction. 35%
percent were 2 stories, 9% were 3 stories.
One percent of buildings were 4 stories.

1%

9%

Figure 8 Building Story

Additional Comments & Observations
• Tax parcels are not uniformly contingent with either use or built structures; some tax
parcels were utilized by a single use, while other parcels offered multiple storefronts.
• Banks and other financial services were counted separately from other service providers.
Gas stations were counted separately from other retail providers.
• A food cart noted on a parcel with other uses was not open during the ground survey,
nor has it been open during other periods of observation by team members. It was not
included in either occupancy or vacancy counts.
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35%

55%
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attachment A
MILWAUKIE BY THE NUMBERS
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attachment B
BUSINESS INVENTORY GROUND SURVEY SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Ground Survey Methodology
Data Source: ArcGIS was used to map
Regional Land Information System (RLIS)
data available from Metro. The May 2012
release of RLIS data was used because it was
the most recent available data set available
to PSU students.
Study Area Mapping: Tax lots that were
fully or partially within the Study Area were
mapped in ArcGIS 10.1 and saved as a data
shapefile layer. Tax lots were automatically
assigned an Object ID number by this
geoprocessing function. Tax lots that were
fully within the study area and east of
McLoughlin Boulevard were selected and
displayed on a Business Inventory (BI) Map.
The BI Map was divided into two sections:
the North Section displayed parcels north of
Monroe Ave and the South Section displayed
parcels south of Monroe Ave. The associated
data table was exported into Excel.

Survey Protocol: The ground survey was
conducted on March 27, 2013, from 3:00
to 5:00 pm. Three ALIGN planning team
members identified properties on the map
and verified addresses listed on the inventory
form, made observations in the field on the
Inventory Form, and copied those entries into
an Excel spreadsheet after the fact. The data
was then merged into a single worksheet
with the original tax lot information from
RLIS. Observed occupancies and vacancies
were summed for each tax parcel.
Area of Use Extent: Observed use was
merged with tax lot data to assess the
amount of land devoted to various types of
uses. Uses were associated with tax lots and
based on the size of the parcel the use was
located on.

Vacancy: For residential uses not visible
on the ground floor, the website of the
leasing agency and the Regional Multiple
Listing Service (RLIS) data were reviewed
for vacancies or listed sales. There were no
Study Area Inventory Form: The exported
residential vacancies confirmed, although
data table of the selected tax parcels was
one single family housing unit was suspected
modified in Excel. Additional columns
of being unoccupied.
were created for map section, occupancy,
vacancy, specific use, rental signage, number Indications for categorizing commercial use
of stories and additional notes. The table was for vacant parcels included adjacent uses,
then exported into Adobe PDF as the “Fresh signage for previous use and structural
characteristics such as number and visibility
Look Milwaukie Business Inventory Form.”
of windows and doors and visible loading
bays.

Limitations: While the Business Inventory
Maps showed building footprints and tax
lots, it only identified tax parcels. At some
sites, multiple addresses were included
on one tax parcel, while on other sites the
building footprint extended over more than
one tax parcel. In some cases, there was no
pre- identified address for all uses observed;
team members recorded this information
differently to accommodate this unexpected
condition. When collected data was merged
into a single Excel workbook, attempts were
made to reconcile these differences, summing
total vacancies and listing all observed uses
(regardless of address) for each tax parcel.
Easements were disregarded when totaling
the count of occupied parcels. When
multiple addresses were observed on single
tax parcels, occupancy was also summed.
Uses above the ground floor were collected
when possible from existing signage on
the site, however it is likely that second
story and higher uses were undercounted.
Additionally, stories were counted by
observing windows so it is possible that for
larger buildings, elevated ceilings with high
windows might have erroneously added an
additional story.
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COLLECTED SURVEY DATA and ASSOCIATED TAX LOT information
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Survey Instrument
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Built Inventory Mapping
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attachment C
EXISTING CONDITION REPORT WORK PLAN for PLAN ANALYSIS TASK
PURPOSE
Inform community engagement that reaffirms vision for Downtown Milwaukie,
suggest questions for the engagement
process, and provide framework to analyze
adopted policies in preparation for the
recommendation stage of the Fresh Look
Milwaukie: Downtown Road Map.

PHASE ONE MILESTONE TASKS
Identify planning concepts that demonstrate
community values in individual plans

PHASE THREE & FOUR MILESTONE TASKS
Compare community engagement findings
adopted planning concepts
Provide community engagement leads and Use community survey and other community
team with list of proposed questions based inputs to identify current community
on concepts in plans that reveal community preferences and values. Compare current
findings to planning concepts in pre-existing
preferences on these issues.
plans.
Propose questions for community
engagement (survey - and workshop-based)

PHASE TWO MILESTONE TASKS
Develop framework for analysis of existing
policies and regulations

Create matrix composed of common
Review Downtown Framework Plan & plan planning concepts and identify whether
summaries produced by team. Identify policy/regulation addresses concept and to
common planning concepts. Develop visual what extent.
and written analysis of commonalities and
differences.
Prepare findings to describe current
conditions
Identify common planning concepts in plans
Prepare written and graphic summaries of
Present common planning concepts that findings that describe current conditions for
reflect community values in written and demographics and built environment data.
visual formats
Prepare summary for existing conditions
report proposal and work plan

Prepare content for materials to be used
in community engagement on planning
concepts

Coordinate work between content lead, Prepare summary of plan analysis for public
project manager and production lead to audience; compile potential photographs,
consolidate above items above into a draft graphics and other visual elements.
conditions report for team review.
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Prepare materials related to plan analysis
for final open house
Prepare content, including information on
findings, and alternatives for public audience.

PHASE FIVE MILESTONE TASKS
Prepare content for final report on preferred
alternatives
Review findings from Community Workshop
and adjust alternatives accordingly. Identify
preferred alternative.

attachment D
EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT PROPOSAL and WORK PLAN for
SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS TASK
PURPOSE
Develop a more nuanced understanding of
the forces shaping the present and future
of Downtown Milwaukie, and how they
have changed since the Framework Plan
was adopted in 2000. This section of the
Existing Conditions report identifies current
physical, social and economic conditions in
order to assess compatibility and conflict
with existing plans and policies. Inform
ALIGN planning’s assessment of Downtown
Milwaukie’s ability to adapt to anticipated
trends and potential changes.

PHASE ONE MILESTONE TASKS
Population demographic trends background
research

Data on Housing Preferences and the Future
Housing Trends and What They Mean for
Milwaukie presentation. Additional data
on households to be downloaded from US
Census and ACS Community Survey.
Identify social conditions data sources and
prepare summary reports on demographics
Census derived data on income, employment
and race will be the major data points. Census
data from 1980-2010 to be downloaded
from Social Explorer, the US Census and the
American Community Survey. Download
data sets and prepare visual and written
summaries of demographic trends.

Identify components for Built Environment
Research national data trends. The 2012 Joint Inventory and confirm data sources
Center for Housing Harvard University State
of the Nation’s Housing Nation documents Confirm availability of RLIS data for study
national trends to provide comparison and area and desired data.
contrast with Milwaukie trends. Housing
Council by Chris Nelson (Economic Drivers
of Housing) presents national housing Identify components for Physical and Built
preference to compare and contrast with Environment Inventory and confirm data
sources
Milwaukie.
Confirm RLIS information is available to map
redevelopment potential, commercial land
City of Milwaukie Housing Research
uses and building age at the study scale.
Review Housing Preference survey and Confirm Parks and Open Spaces, MF Housing,
reports documenting local recent trends vacant parcels, industrial & commercial land
documented in PSU Report and Milwaukie

uses availability to prepare inventory maps
at study area scale of the above elements.
Confirm address information is also available
for a ground-truthing exercise in Phase Two.
Brief by Topic: Social, Economic and Physical
(SEP) environment
Summarize demographic trends (city wide
and census tract level).
Prepare data source citations that indicate
location and intention of where data set and
use.

PHASE TWO MILESTONE TASKS
Prepare Business Inventory Ground Survey
Set dates, prepare inventory form and data
entry process, collect data.
Identify other sources of economic data
RLIS data on land & improvement values
and sale prices is available for the built
environment inventory.
Draft Social, Economic and Physical
Components of Existing Conditions Report
Prepare visual and written summaries of
Findings.
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PHASE THREE & FOUR MILESTONE TASKS
Conduct ground survey on downtown
vacancies
Enter data on observations, clean data, and
conduct analysis on findings.
Incorporate community engagement
findings into Draft Existing Conditions
Report
Use community survey and other community
inputs to identify current community
preferences and values. Compare current
findings to current conditions.
Prepare materials related to SEP analysis for
final open house
Prepare content, including information on
findings for public audience.

PHASE FIVE MILESTONE TASKS
Prepare content for final report
Provide overview of Existing Conditions for
final report.
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Find out more about the PROJECT at:

www.ci.milwaukie.or.us/planning /fresh-look-milwaukie-downtown-road-map
Find out more about the TEAM at:

www.ALIGNplanning.com

